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IFOSuD Founder and president, Josue Cesar answers this question.

Since April, news from local radio and international newspapers let us understand how difficult things 
have become in Haiti. One can ask whether Haiti is in war.  We can confirm with certainty that we are in 
war. But, who are the enemies? First of all, at IFOSUD, we have detected the answers in the Bible teaching 
us that “Our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against 
the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.” (Eph 6:12) 

On the other hand, we find an extra answer through the website of the UN Office for the Coordination 
of Humanitarian Affairs that described the following as a consequence of the actions of the 
above-mentioned enemy:

“Around a third of Port-au-Prince’s territory is affected by the criminal activity and violence propagated 
by an estimated 95 armed gangs. Since 1 June, a significant upsurge in deadly clashes between these rival 
gangs in the metropolitan area, triggered by a reconfiguration of gang alliances and ongoing territorial 
disputes, continue to fuel widespread insecurity and displacement, with devastating consequences for the 
civilian population. The situation has worsened over the last five days and will likely continue to deteriorate 
in the coming weeks, as gangs are expected to fight back to regain territorial control, potentially triggering 
new population movements.” (OCHA, 23 June 2021)

The last few months seem to be amongst the toughest period in the Haitian living condition. Again, from 
sanitary restrictions (covid-19) to social tensions and then to economic crisis.  By the grace of God, IFOSUD 
continues its operation on a daily basis in Haiti in order to continue hatching hope in the communities of 
Haiti by promoting Christ’s love in terms of social solidarity, long term relationships with the beneficiaries, 
training, capacity building, experience sharing, and thanksgiving celebrations.
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Praise God 
that IFOSuD’s 

effective work 
never ceases! 

 

Learning how to combat a cherry tree 
disease caused by an insect. 

 

Learning about the Fall in Genesis 3. 
 

EARTHQUAKE UPDATE:                 
All of our beneficiaries in the earthquake affected areas are marked safe. 
We have staff currently in the area providing assistance and assessing 
each family’s situation. Thank you for your prayers!



Marie Oscar Lormelie
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NEW AREAS!                 
In June, 83 new beneficiaries were selected, 33 in Lompre and 50 in Bas Bongnotte.  We have more 
beneficiaries in small business rather than in livestock or farming. Not only is small business less risky 
than farming, but ladies really embrace this branch of activity. We are proud to be able to give women a 
chance so that they can emancipate and therefore continue to play their role in the Haitian household.

Marie is entrolled in the small business group but also 
taking literacy classes in the literacy program of IFOSuD. 

“Before I attended the literacy class, my family and 
neighbors used to minimize me and even treated me 
like I was dumb. I remember one da my husband and I 
went to the state office to declare the birth of our eighth
child. The officer asked us, ‘How many children do you
have?’ My husband responded, ‘Four children.’ I retorted
to the officer, ‘No, we had eight children and we lost 
four of them.’ My husband was mad at me and said to 
the officer, ‘Don’t listen to her. She doesn’t know how to
read or write.’ I felt devastated and humiliated!

Fortunately, I am taking my literacy class so seriously!
I can write some of the alphabet. Like I can write A, E, O, 
and I..! My husband didn’t know I was taking the literacy
class. One day I had homework and he oversaw me 
writing. He said, ‘What are you doing?’ And I responded with pride, ‘I am doing my homework!’ And he said to me,
”Wow! You are about to upgrade your personality!’

I want to thank IFOSuD for this opportunity that is being given to me to learn about God first, to learn how to do 
business, and to learn how to write! I am more than motivated to finding the secret to writing and reading! 
May God bless IFOSuD!

This November we will be resuming our annual banquet season so keep your eyes peeled on our Facebook page
and in the next newsletter for the official banquet dates and locations! IFOSuD needs our support so they can 
continue to spread the gospel and be a light in the darkness of Haiti! 

Stay Tuned for Banquet Dates!   

Lompré

Bas Bongnotte

Men  10 2 4 16 
Women 1 12 4 17 
Men  15 0 7 22
Women 5 20 3 28
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